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MP ColourCheck Spray acts as a temporary clearoat which evaporates after a short period of time without leaving a
residue and without dissolving the basecoat. MP ColourCheck is suitable for the following fields of application:

1. As a control clearcoat for the application on two layer basecoats: Once the basecoat is thoroughly dry (the paint must
have dried matt) MP ColourCheck Spray is applied before the actual clearcoat, in order to simulate the high gloss effect of
the clearcoat. By doing so, it is much easier to obtain a precise colour match to the colour swatch or the sprayout sample.

2. As a guide coat during sanding: Matt sanding areas on old paint work, fillers, stopper layers, etc., can be temporarily
converted into high gloss areas using MP ColourCheck Spray, thus  making scratches, irregularities and ripples on the
surface easier to detect.

Substrates:
Applicable on all basecoat systems, old paint work, fillers,
stopper layers etc.

Characteristics
does not dissolve basecoats
dries without leaving a residue
easy to apply
odourless

Colour /Gloss
level: colourless

Preparation: Shake can vigourously before use!

Application: 1-2 thin coats until a closed film is achieved
Spraying distance approx. 20 - 30 cm

Drying times:

drying: evaporates without leaving a residue after approx. 10 - 15 minutes at room
temperature. If necessary dry with compressed air.

Processing From +10°C and up to 80% relative air humidity
conditions:

If tightly closed, storable for 2 years in a cool and dry place
Storage:

EU limit value for this product (cat. B/e): 840 g/l
  VOC- This product contains at most  694 g/l VOC

regulations:

Safety see safety data sheet
information:
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This technical data sheet is supplied for informational purposes only! All the data and recommendations are based on years of experience
in the manufacture of our products and represent the current state of our knowledge. The information provided is non-binding and is
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